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Introduction

This paper reviews the background to the current public awareness campaign on

the management of radioactive wastes, which culminated in the publication by UK

Nirex Limited of a Discussion Document "The Way Forward". The lessons learned

from previous confrontations with communities and pressure groups are outlined

together with the philosophy behind the Company's comprehensive discussion

programme.

For eight months, from autumn 1986 to April 1987 contractors for United Kingdom

Nirex Limited were conducting comprehensive geophysical investigations on four

clay sites in eastern and central England so that comparisons could be made and

a preferred site identified as the disposal location for solid low-level and

short-lived intermediate level radioactive waste.

This simple statement of fact conceals a wave of genuine worry and concern and a

bitter local confrontation with those people in any community who take up issues

and lead communities in time of crisis. Sometimes they are elected

representatives often they are not. Many are genuinely concerned local Mums and

Dads others are "professionals" who travel many miles to take part in meetings,

demonstrations, etc. To some the ends justify any means, to others the means

are an end in themselves. To many radioactive waste is a worry they can do

without. 1



There are reputations to be made and lost, local status to be protected, gained

or enhanced and within the overall protest a kaleidoscope of sub-plots and power

struggles ensues. However as when a quarrelling couple both turn on those

trying to restore peace, most internal differences are forgotten when the focus

of the protest - a representative of the company - is available for attack.

Others more qualified than the author have studied and written about the

phenomenon of protest and the protest industry. We have simply witnessed it

first-hand and often been the object of its attentions. The gaining of such

experience is not enjoyable.

It is not pleasant to know that ordinary people are worried and concerned, even

frightened by you and what you represent. It is not pleasant to be vilified,

accused of potential child murder, presented as an object for hatred, and to

receive abusive telephone calls at home. One often wonders if the game is worth

the candle bearing in mind that one is doing a difficult job in the service of

the national community who appear ungrateful, at best disinterested, at worst

willfully ignorant; selfish and obstructive.

However these are symptoms. The treatment has traditionally been to try to

educate people so they will see their concerns are unrealistic and unnecessary.

The emphasis has been to provide information openly and honestly, to show one

is not afraid or ashamed to meet people head-on and to confront protest and

pressure groups. This policy generally achieves results of a sort. But it is

open to manipulation by pressure groups as Dr Jeremy Fitch, Chairman of

Bedfordshire Against Nuclear Dumping confessed in an article he wrote some 

months after the shallow site controversy in "Planning" magazine. He wrote how

it had been possible to turn the honesty and integrity of Nirex's scientists and

engineers against them as they would never claim anything could be 100 per cent

safe or 100 per cent predictable. The Company's comprehensive research

programme was used to imply that if further research was necessary, it did not

at that time know what it was talking about or the research would be

unnecessary. It was quite a clever ploy but in our experience the Bedford

campaign was too Machiavellian for the average citizen. It did nevertheless

leave the impression that the "experts" however much they did or did not deserve

that description were in disagreement.
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Nevertheless in the 12 months of local campaigns, the level of public concern

was falling, pressure groups were fragmenting and becoming more and more

involved in internal struggles and the press were generally taking less and less

interest.

Nirex was on the way to securing resentful apathy which would have abated into a

sigh of relief from three communities and claims from three sets of pressure

groups that they had sent us packing by the strength and determination of their

protest, but would have rekindled a blaze of outrage at the site unlucky enough

to be the best technical option.

During this process, which once underway had a momentum very difficult to

resist, it had become clear not only to the Nirex information team but also to

our opposite numbers in Europe and North America that the only satisfactory way

of dealing with such a controversial and socially divisive issue was to face the

fact that technical programmes rely on political support and that politics is

about people and not about metres of clay and concrete, the virtues of granite

versus mudstone and the proximity of good transport connections.

The lessons of the "shallow site campaign" were fairly clear. The radioactive

waste was in many ways almost ancillary so far as many local people were

concerned. It certainly gave extra piquency to their protests but essentially

they were objecting to having something foisted upon them by forces over which

they felt they had little direct control and from which they would gain little.

The phenomenon was no different to the protests that meet plans for new airports

or airport extensions, motorways, coal mines and many if not most, other

infrastructure developments. With radioactive waste the requirements seemed

greater and the benefits less. In addition to the well known and understood

hazards of roads, mining and construction sites was the added unknown, and

therefore subjectively far more terrible, risk of radiation and radioactivity.

This gave an edge to the protests but was irrelevant to the principle.

The answer to this problem was simple - don't make people feel you are foisting

something upon them. The provision of information is not enough. To support

such a development people must feel they have some control of their own destiny

or that at least some credible body with no vested interest is looking after

their interests.
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The other lesson is that people hate being caught unawares. They feel they have

been tricked if an announcement is sprung on them. They are sure that things

have been going on behind their backs. They are angry and feel that they have

been made fools of. This is particularly true of those people in elected or

social authority to whom a community would look to know what is going on. If

their status and credibility is damaged by an announcement out of the blue, they

become the most bitter opponents.

The two lessons can be summarised as:-

1. Do not let people think they cannot control their own

destiny.

2. Don't spring surprises.

There are many other subsidiary lessons most of which are concerned with

differentiating between the community and the protest groups and over-reacting

to stunts, complaints, allegations and abuse from the "sharp end" of the

protestors. It is however British experience and the experience of colleagues

doing similar jobs in other parts of the world, that the prevention of many of

the worst aspects of formal protest is possible by treating people as people

with minds and fears rather than as the subjects for an education and

information programme.

It is easy to talk about this. How is it done and how is it working?

Although a programme for the deep geological disposal of long lived

intermediate-level wastes has always been envisaged it had been on the back

burner for some years when the decision was taken to pull out of the shallow

burial programme and concentrate all resources on a deep multi-purpose

repository for all non-Sellafield low-level waste and all intermediate-level

waste irrespective of its isotopic content. It was clearly going to take up to

two years to conclude the shallow investigations, redirect people and resources

onto a totally different programme, generate specifications for design contracts

and get in place all the studies of transport systems, land use, planning

policies, population distribution, climatology and site availability necessary

before deep sites for investigation could be identified and recommended to the

Government.
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It was decided to use this breather to undertake a very substantial public

awareness campaign while trying to find out what factors people actually thought

to be important in radioactive waste disposal and what methods they supported,

if any.

Nirex had always followed a policy of openness and wide distribution of

information but the cornerstone of this new programme was a discussion document,

"The Way Forward" that outlined the history, technology and controversies of

radioactive waste management but also sought public comment and involvement.

While criticised by some environmental groups and politicians the document was

very well received by the vast majority of the 60,000 people and organisations

who studied it.

The document was launched in November 1987 to MPs, MEPs and Members of the House

of Lords.

Subsequently, copies were sent to every County and District Council in England

and Wales and every Regional, Island and District Council in Scotland. Several

hundred copies of the document were sent to institutions and organisations with

an interest in the subject. Seminars were arranged for local authorities

throughout the UK, in order to provide an opportunity to question Nirex more

closely before preparing their formal responses. Ad hoc meetings were attended

with specific authorities requesting them and seminars were also arranged with

Trades Unions, environmental groups, protest organisations, industrialists and

learned institutions. Copies of the document were sent to libraries and

national press advertising was undertaken to stimulate public awareness of, and

participation in, this important initiative.

The specific items of interest included:-

(i) Which engineering options command most support?

(ii) What factors should be taken into account in site selection?
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Nirex is studying safety, transport, population density, environmental issues,

constructability and costs. What is the relative importance of these issues

and have any been omitted?

(iii) Should high amenity areas, such as National Parks, be eliminated from the

search?

(iv) Should an adequate site which enjoys local support be preferred to an

apparently superior site which does not?

(v) How can Nirex be a good neighbour and bring benefits to the local

community?

The last issue is particularly important. The local community must be,

represented at every stage of the development so that benefits to local people

can be maximised and disadvantages minimised. Nirex will set up a local

liaison committee consisting of Nirex members, local authority and community

representatives to discuss the fine detail of such a process once a suitable

site, or sites, has been identified.

In all, some 60,000 copies of "The Way Forward" were distributed during the

course of the discussion programme, which drew to a close at the end of May

1988. The 2500 responses received were forwarded to the University of East

Anglia for detailed analysis.

In particular some positive responses were received from the Sellafield, Cumbria

area and the Caithness area of the Highland Region of Scotland.

Almost two-thirds of all County and Regional/Island Councils in the UK have

taken the trouble to respond. One-third of all District Councils and more than

a hundred Parish/Community Councils have also given us the benefit of their

views. Some 40 MPs, MEPs, and Peers also added their opinions to this debate,

through formal presentation of their views.
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Stimulating Public Debate

Analysis of the response showed few surprises. We were pleased to note strong

support for our programme and proposals from bodies such as the RWMAC, the

Association of District Councils, the TUC and the Lords Sub-Committee looking

into waste management in Europe.

It is also clear however that while many District councils supported our

programme in principle, none outside Copeland and Caithness Districts* was

prepared to consider local proposals other than with outright objection.

Several Counties however left the question open and indicated that they would

consider a planning application on its merit.

Generally therefore, support in principle is coupled with rejection in detail by

bodies with a patch of territory to defend.

Looking at the response overall there was a disappointing tendency for people

and organisations to take a very parochial or ritual view of the discussion

process. This was particularly true of individuals and petitioners who

frequently made it clear that they had not the slightest interest in taking part

in discussions on a matter of national requirements and interests, but only to

ensure no solution was proposed in their clich6d Back Yard.

While environmental groups will no doubt continue to claim that the ordinary

member of the public supports on-site storage few people outside the membership

of these groups and other anti-nuclear alliances gave any view or preference

other than they should not be bothered. Petitions and coupon campaigns run by

local newspapers were essentially no more than "Nirex Out Of 'any town or

county"' that makes a decent acronym and the two referenda held in Scotland, one

by a pressure group, the other by a local authority simply asked people if they

were for or against the disposal of radioactive waste in their singularly

attractive parts of the country. The answer was obvious and the organisers were

*Caithness District Council subsequently withdrew their invitation to

investigate sites in their area.
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not disappointed with the 97% or so confirmation that people were against such a

proposition.

The response from environmental groups was as indicated in the joint paper

published by Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace and Cumbrians Opposed to a

Radioactive Environment in November 1987. In essence they advocate on-site

storage of waste at major sites of arising until it can be "proved" that

disposal is totally safe and acceptable.

It is interesting to note the protest that met the Ministry of Defence's

proposal to do exactly that at Devonport and one might be forgiven for thinking

that many such groups want only to retain a stick with which to beat the

industry and oppose our proposals because they represent a genuine solution.

While the discussion period has been useful and constructive clearly it is not

enough merely to publish a document and, for a set period, carry out a programme

of speaking and listening. A genuine dialogue must continue, if only to ensure

that every community can understand the justification behind each and every

decision taken by Nirex or the Government.

The main objective of Nirex's information programme is therefore to raise the

level of public understanding of the radioactive waste issue to the point where

scientifically supported assurances on safety and environmental impact are

accepted by concerned people. Unless this vital confidence is gained no

community will entertain local proposals or consider the positive economic and

social contributions of a very large and long-term investment in an area.

The information programme is designed to function on two levels; national and,

once candidate sites are nominated, local. A primary goal is to help remove the

mystique surrounding radioactivity; to give a perspective of the hazards of

radiation. It is hoped that this will provide a background against which to

tackle the local issues, which become more important when potential sites are

identified.

The tools of the information trade are perfectly conventional. Nirex advertises

its existence and the issues of concern in the national and local media: it

invites responses from interested readers, and provides them with a range of
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publications, which set out the facts in far greater detail than is possible in

newspaper advertisements. Several video presentations have been commissioned to

accompany these publications.

Nirex seeks to inform the opinion formers: Members of Parliament, Trade Unions,

members of the nuclear industry, national and local journalists and any

interested local groups. This extremely wide brief reflects the philosophy that

almost any individual, if given the facts in a digestible form, will inevitably

conclude that radiation related fears are out of proportion to the actual risks.

Nirex seeks to publicise the issues at exhibitions, lectures, audio-visual

presentations and international conferences.

Nirex staff also participate in television news and current affairs programmes,

radio and newspaper interviews. Much of this work comes in response to

speculations about the location of sites for a repository.

A second important aspect of the public information programme is to establish

Nirex as a research and development rganisation of some repute. The

contractors responsible for carrying out Nirex's research and development are

encouraged to publish their results in scientific journals and at international

scientific conferences so that the soundness of our proposals and techniques can

be fully tested through the process of peer review. Arrangements have been made

for our research to be Peer Reviewed by the IAEA and by the Swedish nuclear

industry.

A major step was taken in the presentation of the Nirex R&D programme in

November when an all-day seminar was held for some 250 people mainly from the

scientific and technical community but with a leavening of politicians,

anti-nuclear and non-aligned environmental groups and the media. No-one with

any degree of open-mindedness could have failed to be impressed by the scope and

depth of the Nirex Safety Studies programme.

Publications summarising the seminar papers and the fields of research have been

made generally available to all comers and have been sent to several hundred

organisations and people known to have a serious interest in the subject,

constructive or otherwise.
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Conclusions

An open policy of information distribution, while necessary was not enough.

Therefore previous Nirex public information programmes had been less successful

than hoped. Much has been learned from the problems encountered and this has

been applied to develop a new programme.

The importance of inviting people to take part in the decision process is

manifest, and the discussion process was designed to encourage participation.

It was an important step in overcoming the perception of secrecy which still

surrounds the nuclear industry as a whole.

It was unlikely that many communities would volunteer to take responsibility for

the nations nuclear waste, although there are encouraging signs that some

communities see the potential benefits outweigh perceived risks. However, by

actively airing the matter in the general absence of local controversy a lot of

accurate and hopefully persuasive information has been passed to many people and

organisations in an atmosphere conducive to gaining their attention. If the

Nirex discussion programme achieved nothing else there should be no local

authority in the United Kingdom who does not know who we are, what we are doing

and why.

Having made a good start it is essential that an open debate continues and that

local communities continue to share in the decision making process. There will

be problems to overcome especially where unpopular recommendations have to be

made but Nirex will continue to make every effort to win confidence and support

by deeds as well as words.

P J Curd

UK Nirex Ltd

December 1988
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